HOOJO Refrigerator Organizer Bins - 8pcs Clear Plastic Bins For
Fridge, Freezer, Kitchen Cabinet, Pantry Organization, BPA Free
Fridge Organizer, 12.5" Long, Clear Review-2021

8 Pieces Fridge Organizer Bins Set: Each refrigerator storage bin measures 12.5â€™â€™ L x
6.3â€• W x 3.5â€• H. Use these clear fridge storage bins make your fridge organized and neat and
gain much more space.
Making Storage More Easier: These sturdy and medium capacity bins are great for creating a clean
and organized refrigerator or pantry. Ideal for fruits, meat, milk, salad dressing, drink bottles, canned
food, and packaged food ,condiments, jelly and more. So easy to keep clean and contain spills.
Clear View: You can easily find what you want with clear view. Significantly cuts time from looking
around,saving your time.Keep items used on a daily organized. Centralized storage used in kitchen
pantry, fridge or freezer, cabinets, shelves, counter tops, craft rooms, laundry,
bathroombedrooms,offices and more.
Easy To Access with Built-In Handle: Clear bins with built-in and easy-grip side handles make it
easy to transport items; Getting things in the back of the frig a breeze. No more removing things one
by one to get to things in the back.
Durable and Food-Safe Design: These freezer and pantry organizers are made of durable high
quality shatter proof BPA free polyethylene material. Easy to clean! Wash by hand with mild soapy
water. DO NOT place in dishwasher!Package Includes 8 pcs refrigerator storage bins
(12.5â€™â€™ L x 6.3â€• W x 3.5â€• H ), ideal for kitchen pantry organization and storage.These
clear fridge organizers make it easier to find items and nice looking over all.Keeping your
refrigerator, freezer, pantry, cabinets or cupboards neatly organized with these fridge organizer
storage bins.Ideal sizes for fruits, vegetables, yogurts, snacks,sauces, jellies, also good for storing
condiment bottles,dry goods in the pantry. These versatile storage bins also work well for organizing
items in room of the home - use them in kitchens, craft rooms, laundry rooms, bedrooms,
bathrooms, offices, garages, toy room, playroom and more.DO NOT place in dishwasher, clean with
mild soap and water.
HANDY DESIGN
Built-in handles make it easy to pull out the bins in order to reach items at the back of your
refrigerator or carry the bins from the fridge to the counter.
FOOD SAFE AND BPA-FREE
All of our fridge storage containers are made of durable, shatter-resistant clear plastic that is food
safe and BPA-free!
CLEAR VIEW AND EASY CLEANING
These storage containers help reduce clutter and contain spills in the fridge and kitchenkeeping
items in order. If spills happen, you just remove the bin and clean that,so easy to clean.
8 pcs storage organizer bins
8 pcs clear bins
Size
12.5â€™â€™ L x 6.3â€• W x 3.5â€• H
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